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A Patron Family Between Renaissance Florence,
Rome, and Naples

Art, the Sublime, and Movement

The Del Riccio in the Shadow of Michelangelo

Amanda du Preez
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies

Vincenzo Sorrentino
Series: Visual Culture in Early Modernity
This book tells the story of the Del Riccio family in Florence in the early modern period,
investigating the cultural mediations fostered by the family, as well as shedding light on
the intellectual and social exchanges between different regions of Italy and on the creation
of foreign nations within the main Italian cities.
These social and cultural dimensions are further explored through the study of the obsessive
persistence of the family’s relationship with Michelangelo Buonarroti, exhibited both
publicly, in the Florentine and Neapolitan family chapels, and privately in their homes.
Routledge
Market: Art History
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76327-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16644-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763275

Spaced Out

This book is a critical interdisciplinary approach to the study of contemporary visual culture
and image studies, exploring ideas about space and place and ultimately contributing to
the debates about being human in the digital age.
The upward and downward pull seem in a constant contest for humanity’s attention. Both
forces are powerful in the effects and affects they invoke. When tracing this iconological
history, Amanda du Preez’s starts in the early nineteenth century, moving into the twentieth
century and then spanning the whole century up to contemporary twentieth-first century
space travels.
Routledge
Market: Art History
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50160-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-50162-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367501600
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Art After Instagram

Care Ethics and Art

Art Spaces, Audiences, Aesthetics
Lachlan MacDowall, University of Melbourne, Australia and Kylie Budge
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies
This book explores the effects of the Instagram platform on the making and viewing of art.
Authors Lachlan MacDowall and Kylie Budge critically analyse the ways Instagram has
influenced artists, art spaces, art institutions, and art audiences, and ultimately contemporary
aesthetic experience. The book argues that more than simply being a container for digital
photography, the architecture of Instagram represents a new relationship to the image
and to visual experience, a way of shaping ocular habits and social relations.
Routledge
Market: Art History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 174pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43196-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00179-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367431969

Edited by Jacqueline Millner, La Trobe University and
Gretchen Coombs, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
What would it mean to substitute care for economics as the
central concern of politics? This anthology invites analysis,
reflections and speculations on how contemporary artists and
creative practitioners engage with, interpret, and enact care in
practices which might forge an alternative ethics in the age of
neoliberalism. The book will benefit scholars and postgraduate
research students in the fields of art, art history and theory, visual
cultures, philosophy and gender studies, as well as creative and
arts practitioners.
Routledge
Market: Art; Gender Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76565-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16755-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765651
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Art Criticism and Modernism in the United States

Deconstructing the Myths of Islamic Art

Stephen Moonie
Series: Routledge Research in Art History

Edited by Onur Öztürk, Xenia Gazi and Sam Bowker
Series: Routledge Research in Art History

This study is an analysis of the high point and subsequent decline of modernist criticism
in New York during the 1960s. Through a close reading of a selection of key critics of the
period – which will expand the remit beyond the canonical texts – the book examines the
ways that modernist criticism’s discourse remains of especial disciplinary interest.
Despite its alleged narrowness and exclusion, the debate of the 1960s raised fundamental
questions concerning the nature of art writing. Those include arguments around the nature
of value and judgement; the relationship between art criticism and art history; and the
related problem of what we mean by the ‘contemporary.’

Deconstructing the Myths of Islamic Art addresses how researchers can challenge
stereotypical notions of Islam and Islamic art while avoiding the creation of new myths
and the encouragement of nationalistic and ethnic attitudes. Despite its Orientalist origins,
the field of Islamic art has continued to evolve and shape our understanding of the various
civilizations of Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.

Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56541-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09827-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367565411

Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77265-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17052-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772659

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Design for People Living with Dementia

Histories of Conservation and Art History in Modern
Europe

Edited by Paul A. Rodgers
Series: Design Research for Change
This book presents the latest research that shows how design thinking, making, and acting
contributes to the co-design and development of products, spaces, and services with
people living with dementia.
We know that there is currently no cure for the 130+ kinds of dementia that millions of
people live with all over the world, but the designed interventions such as the products,
spaces and services described in this book can address stigma, isolation, loss of confidence,
and raise awareness and greater understanding of dementia.
Routledge
Market: Art History
May 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55475-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09546-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554750

Edited by Sven Dupré and Jenny Boulboullé
Series: Routledge Research in Art History
This book traces the development of scientific conservation and technical art history.
It takes as its starting point the final years of the nineteenth century which saw the
establishment of the first museum laboratory in Berlin and groundbreaking international
conferences on art history and conservation held in pre-World War I Germany.
Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65007-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12736-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367650070
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François Boucher and the Art of Collecting in
Eighteenth-Century France

Iconotropy and Cult Images from the Ancient to
Modern World

Jessica Priebe
Series: The Histories of Material Culture and Collecting,
1700-1950
While earlier studies have focused predominantly on artist
François Boucher’s artistic style and identity, this book presents
the first full-length interdisciplinary study of Boucher’s prolific
collection of around 13,500 objects including paintings,
sculpture, prints, drawings, porcelain, shells, minerals, and other
imported curios.It discusses the types of objects he collected,
the networks through which he acquired them, and their
spectacular display in his custom-designed studio at the Louvre,
where he lived and worked for nearly two decades.
Routledge
Market: Art History
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 270pp
Hb: 978-1-472-43583-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22473-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781472435835

Edited by Jorge Tomás García and Sandra Sáenz-López Pérez
Series: Routledge Research in Art and Religion
The book examines the process of symbolic and material alteration of religious images in
antiquity, the middle ages and the modern period.
The process by which the form and meaning of images are modified and adapted for a
new context is defined by a large number of spiritual, religious, artistic, geographical or
historical circumstances. This book provides a defined theoretical framework for these
symbolic and material alterations based on the concept of iconotropy; that is, the way in
which images change and/or alter their meaning. Iconotropy is a key concept in religious
history, particularly for periods in which religious changes, often turbulent, took place.
Routledge
Market: Art History
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03065-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18650-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032030654
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Greek and Roman Painting and the Digital
Humanities

Illustration in Fin-de-Siècle Transatlantic Romance
Fiction

Edited by Marie-Claire Beaulieu and Valérie Toillon
Series: Routledge Research in Art History

Kate Holterhoff
Series: British Art: Histories and Interpretations since 1700

This volume is a groundbreaking discussion of the role of digital
media in research on ancient painting, and a deep reflection on
the effect of digital media in opening the field to new audiences.
The study of classical art always oscillates between archaeology
and classics, between the study of ancient texts and
archaeological material. For this reason, it is often difficult to
collect all the data, to have access to both types of information
on an equal basis. The increasing development of digital
collections and databases dedicated both to archaeological
material and ancient texts is a direct response to this problem.

This book examines illustrations created to accompany fictions written by several of the
most popular authors published in Britain and America between 1885 and 1920.
By studying the lavish illustrations that complemented not only initial serializations, but
also subsequent publications of fictions by H. Rider Haggard, Rudyard Kipling, James De
Mille, Robert Louis Stevenson, and H.G. Wells, the book demonstrates the significance of
images to the fin de siècle romance form.

Routledge
Market: Art History
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54701-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09278-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367547011

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection
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Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86209-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01768-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367862091

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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Nell Walden, Der Sturm, and the Collaborative
Cultures of Modern Art

Posthuman and Nonhuman Entanglements in
Contemporary Art and the Body

Jessica Sjöholm Skrubbe
Series: Routledge Research in Gender and Art

Justyna Stępień
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies

Based on hitherto overlooked archival material, this book reveals Nell Walden’s significant
impact on the Sturm organisation through a feminist reading of supportive labour that
highlights the centrality of collaborative work within the modern art world.
This book introduces Walden as an ardent collector of modernist and indigenous art and
critically contextualises her own art production in relation to expressionist concepts of art
and to gendered ideas on abstraction and decoration.

Disclosing the interconnectedness of human and nonhuman bodies, understood here as
more/than/human entanglements, this book makes a crucial intervention into the field of
contemporary artistic studies, exploring how art can conceptualize material boundaries of
entangled beings/doings.
Drawing on critical posthumanist and new materialist thought, in this book, nonhumans
become subjects of ethics, aesthetics, and politics that produce equally relevant
meanings. The book argues that we are entangled with other organisms around us not
only by our socio-cultural connections but predominately by the transformations that we
all undergo with the world’s materiality.

Routledge
Market: Art History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55245-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09893-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367552459

Routledge
Market: Art History
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10408-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21620-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032104089
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On the Nude

Posthumous Art, Law and the Art Market

Looking Anew at the Naked Body in Art
Edited by Nicholas Chare, Université de Montréal, Canada
and Ersy Contogouris, Université du Québec à Montréal
Series: Routledge Research in Gender and Art
This book provides a timely reappraisal of one of the most
enduring subjects in the history of art – the naked body.
Beginning with reflections on what denuding entails and means,
the volume then shifts to a consideration of body politics in the
context of Black political empowerment, disability, and queer
and Indigenous politics of representation.

Routledge
Market: Art History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50459-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04996-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367504595

The Afterlife of Art
Edited by Sharon Hecker and Peter J. Karol
Series: Routledge Research in Art History
This book takes an interdisciplinary, transnational and cross-cultural approach to reflect
on, critically examine, and challenge the surprisingly robust practice of making art after
death in an artist's name, through the lenses of scholars from the fields of art history,
economics and law, as well as practicing artists. Works of art conceived as multiples, such
as sculptures, etchings, prints, photographs and conceptual art, can be – and often are –
remade from original models and plans long after the artist has passed.
Routledge
Market: Art History
April 2022: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02897-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18569-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028972
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Photography and Political Repressions in Stalin’s
Russia

Race, Gender, and Identity in American Equine Art

Defacing the Enemy

Jessica Dallow, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies

Denis Skopin
Series: Routledge History of Photography
This book is devoted to the phenomenon of removal of people declared “public enemies”
from group photographs in Stalin’s Russia.
The book is based on long-term empirical research in Russian archives and includes 57
photographs that are exceptional in terms of historical interest: all these images bear traces
of editing in the form of various marks, such as blacking-out, excisions or scratches. The
illustrative materials also include a group of photographs with inscriptions left by officers
of Stalin’s secret police, the NKVD. To approach this extensive visual material, Denis Skopin
draws on a wealth of Stalin-era written sources: memoirs, diaries and official documents.
Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02705-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18474-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032027050

1832 to the Present

This book traces an evolution of equine and equestrian art in the United States over the
last two centuries to counter conventional understandings of subjects that are deeply
enmeshed in the traditions of elite English and European culture. In focusing on the
construction of identity in painting and photography—of Blacks, women, and the animals
themselves involved horseracing, rodeo, and horse show competition—it illuminates the
strategic and varying roles visual artists have played in producing cultural understandings
of human-animal relationships.
Routledge
Market: Art history / animal studies
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49088-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-351-03434-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138490888

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Rediscovering Objects from Islamic Lands in
Enlightenment Europe

The Artist-Philosopher and Poetic Hermeneutics

Edited by Isabelle Dolezalek and Mattia Guidetti
Series: Studies in Art Historiography

George Smith, Institute for Doctoral Studies in the Visual Arts, USA
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies

This book argues that the provenance of early modern and medieval objects from Islamic
lands was largely forgotten until the "long" eighteenth century, when the first efforts were
made to reconnect them with the historical contexts in which they were produced. For
the first time, these Islamicate objects were read, studied and classified – and given a new
place in history.

Focusing on the aesthetic representation of trauma, George Smith outlines the nexus
points between poetics and hermeneutics and shows how a particular kind of thinker, the
artist-philosopher, practices interpretation in an entirely different way from traditional
hermeneutics.
Taking a transhistorical and global view, Smith engages artists, writers, and thinkers from
Western and non-Western periods, regions, and cultures.

Routledge
Market: Art History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60947-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10565-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367609474

On Trauma

Routledge
Market: Art History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41640-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81547-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367416409
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Sculpture Workshops as Space and Concept
Creating the Portrait

The Influence of Italian Culture on the Sevillian
Golden Age of Painting

Edited by Jane Fejfer and Kristine Bøggild Johannsen
Series: Routledge Research in Art History

Rafael Japón
Series: Visual Culture in Early Modernity

This book explores the multifaceted aspects of sculptor’s workshops from the Renaissance
to the early nineteenth century.
Contributors take a fresh look at the sculptor’s workshop as both a physical and discursive
space. By studying some of the most prominent artists’ sculptural practices, the workshop
appears as a multifaced, sociable and practical space. The book creates a narrative in which
the sculptural workshop appears as a working laboratory where new measuring techniques,
new materials and new instruments were tested and became part of the lived experience
of the artist and central to the works coming into being.

This book explores the cultural exchange between Italy and Spain in the seventeenth
century, examining Spanish collectors’ predilection for Italian painting and Spanish painters’
Italian influences.
Focused on collecting and using a novel methodology, this volume studies how the painters
of the Sevillian school, including Francisco Pacheco, Diego Velázquez, Alonso Cano and
Bartolomé Esteban Murillo, perceived and were influenced by Italian painting. Through
many examples, it is shown how the presence in Andalusia of various works and copies of
artists such as Michelangelo, Caravaggio, and Guido Reni inspired famous compositions
by these Spanish artists.

Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42805-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-85524-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367428051

Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75546-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16291-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367755461
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Sexually Explicit Art, Feminist Theory, and Gender
in the 1970s

The Performance of Sculpture in Renaissance Venice

Christian Liclair
Series: Routledge Research in Gender and Art
Structured around sexual desire as the central analytical category, this monograph
systematically approaches a heterogeneous array of artworks to purposefully examine the
entanglements of art, feminist theory, gender, and sexuality. This book considers the
potential of sexually explicit art to challenge a socially constructed conception of sexuality
as well as gender, and explores the sexually explicit as a means to (re-)claim agency for
marginalized subjectivities and to emancipate desire from within the patricharal and
heteronormative system.
Routledge
Market: Art History
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12257-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22561-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032122571

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection
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Lorenzo G. Buonanno, University of Massachusetts, Boston
Series: Routledge Research in Art History
This study reveals the broad material, devotional, and cultural implications of sculpture in
Renaissance Venice. Examining a wide range of sources—the era’s art-theoretical and
devotional literature, guidebooks and travel diaries, and artworks in various media—Lorenzo
Buonanno recovers the sculptural values permeating a city most famous for its painting.
The book traces the interconnected phenomena of audience response, display and
thematization of sculptural bravura, and artistic self-fashioning.
Routledge
Market: Art History
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33566-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32061-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367335663

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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The Routledge Companion to Art and Disability

Visual Culture Approaches to the Selfie

Edited by Keri Watson and Timothy W. Hiles
Series: Routledge Art History and Visual Studies Companions
The Routledge Companion to Art and Disability explores disability in visual culture to
uncover the ways in which bodily and cognitive differences are articulated physically and
theoretically, and to demonstrate the ways in which disability is culturally constructed.
Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 496pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44478-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00998-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444785

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Visual Culture of Meiji Japan
Negotiating the Transition to Modernity

Edited by Derek Conrad Murray, University of California,
Santa Cruz
Series: Routledge History of Photography
This collection explores the cultural fascination with social media
forms of self-portraiture, "selfies," with a specific interest in online
self-imaging strategies in a Western context. The book examines
the selfie as a social and technological phenomenon, but also
engages with digital self-portraiture as representation: as work
that is committed to rigorous object-based analysis.

Routledge
Market: Art history/photography
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20608-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-20610-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367206086

Edited by Ayelet Zohar and Alison J. Miller
Series: Routledge Research in Art History
This volume examines the visual culture of Japan’s transition to
modernity, from 1868 to the first decades of the twentieth
century. Through this important moment in Japanese history,
contributors reflect on Japan’s transcultural artistic imagination
vis-a-vis the discernment, negotiation, assimilation, and
assemblage of diverse aesthetic concepts and visual pursuits.

Routledge
Market: Art History
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61284-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11223-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367612849
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Visual Culture and the Forensic
Culture, Memory, Ethics
David Houston Jones, University of Exeter UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies
David Houston Jones builds a bridge between practices conventionally understood as
forensic, such as crime scene investigation, and the broader field of activity which the
forensic now designates, for example performance and installation art, as well as
photography. Contemporary work in these areas responds both to forensic evidence,
including crime scene photography, and to some of the assumptions underpinning its
consumption.
Routledge
Market: Art History
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42093-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-82175-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420932

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com

MUSIC
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Arabesque without End

5th Edition

Across Music and the Arts, from Faust to Shahrazad

Creative Jazz Improvisation

Edited by Anne Leonard
Series: Music and Visual Culture

Scott Reeves, The City College of the City University of New York, USA and Tom
Walsh, Jacobs School of Music, Indiana University, USA

Featuring multidisciplinary research by leading scholars, this
volume addresses the contested aspects of arabesque while
exploring its penchant for crossing artistic and cultural
boundaries to create new forms. Enthusiastically imported from
its Near Eastern sources by European artists, the freely flowing
line known as arabesque is a recognizable motif across the arts
of painting, music, dance, and literature. From the German
Romantics to the Art Nouveau artists, and from Debussy’s
compositions to the serpentine choreographies of Loïe Fuller,
the chapters bring together cross-disciplinary perspectives to
understand the arabesque across both art historical and

The leading textbook in jazz improvisation, Creative Jazz Improvisation, Fifth Edition
represents a compendium of knowledge and practice resources for the university classroom,
suitable for all musicians looking to develop and sharpen their soloing skills. Logically
organized and guided by a philosophy that encourages creativity, this book presents
practical advice beyond the theoretical, featuring exercises in twelve keys, ear-training and
keyboard drills, a comprehensive catalogue of relevant songs to learn, and a wide range
of solo transcriptions, each transposed for C, Bb, Eb, and bass clef instruments.

musicological discourses.
Routledge
Market: Musicology/Art History
November 2021: 6 x 9: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85949-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-01594-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367859497

Routledge
Market: JAZZ IMPROVISATION
May 2022: 8.25 x 11: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25403-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25398-5: £56.99
eBook: 978-1-003-28298-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032254036
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Celtic Music and Dance in Cornwall

DIY House Shows and Music Venues in the US

Cornu-Copia

Ethnographic Explorations of Place and Community
Lea Hagmann
Series: SOAS Studies in Music

David Verbuč
Series: SOAS Studies in Music

Focusing on the Cornish Music and Dance Revival, it investigates
the revivalists’ claims about Cornwall’s cultural distinctiveness
and Celtic heritage, both which are presently used as arguments
to promote the English county’s political status as an
independent Celtic nation. Author describes two different revival
movements that aim at reviving Cornwall’s culture but seem to
have entirely different ideas about the concept of authentic
Celto- Cornish music and dance.

Routledge
Market: Music/Ethnomusicology/Cornish Music
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69141-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14055-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367691417

DIY House Shows and Music Venues in the US is an
interdisciplinary study of house concerts and other DIY
(‘do-it-yourself’) music venues in the US, such as warehouses,
all-ages clubs and guerrilla shows, with its primary focus on West
Coast American DIY locales.
Focusing on DIY houses, music venues, social spaces, and local
and translocal cultural geographies, the author examines how
American DIY communities constitute themselves in relation to
their social and spatial environment. The ethnographic approach
shows the inner-workings of American DIY culture, and how the
particular people within particular places strive to achieve a social ideal of an "intimate"
community.
Routledge
Market: Music/Pop Vocal/Rock/ DIY
October 2021: 6 x 9: 282pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04917-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20109-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032049175
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Competition Policy and the Music Industries

Early English Composers and the Credo

A Business Model Perspective

Emphasis as Interpretation in Sixteenth-Century Music

Jenny Kanellopoulou, University of Salford, UK
This book explores the nature of the music industries before and
after the digital revolution from the point of view of the
consumer. Opening an essential interdisciplinary dialogue across
music studies, business, and law, it applies business model
literature to antitrust law offering a comprehensive history of
encounters between the music industry and antitrust and
regulatory authorities in the US, UK, and EU. Considering the
historically consolidated environment of the music industries,
and their rapidly evolving business models in the 21st century,
the author argues that there is a need for updated competition
design to promote consumer welfare and competition in these
markets.
Routledge
Market: Music Business/Law
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24261-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28141-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367242619
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Wendy J Porter
Series: Routledge Research in Music
This book develops an innovative approach for understanding the relationship between
music and words in the works of five major composers of the English Renaissance: John
Taverner, Christopher Tye, John Sheppard, Thomas Tallis, and William Byrd. Focusing on
these composers’ settings of the Latin Credo, the author shows how musical and linguistic
emphasis can be used to understand the composers’ theological interpretations of the
text. By combining markedness theory with style analysis, this study demonstrates that the
composers used their musical skills not only to create beautiful music, but to raise certain
elements of the text to the foreground of perception.
Routledge
Market: Music
March 2022: 6 x 9: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04758-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19456-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032047584
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Encounters with Jazz on Television in Cold War Era
Portugal

From Data to Decisions in Music Education Research
Data Analytics and the General Linear Model Using R
Brian C. Wesolowski, University of Georgia, USA

1954-1974

From Data to Decisions in Music Education Research provides a
structured and hands-on approach to working with empirical
data in the context of music education research.
Wesolowski offers a reference "cookbook" of code and
programming recipes written with the graduate music education
student in mind and breaks down data analysis skills in an
approachable fashion. It can be used across a wide range of
graduate music education courses that rely on the application
of empirical data analyses and will be useful to all music
education scholars and professionals seeking to enhance their
use of quantitative data.

Pedro Cravinho, Birmingham City University, UK
Series: Transnational Studies in Jazz
Encounters with Jazz on Television in Cold War Era Portugal: 1954-1974 explores the relationship
between jazz and television by investigating the experiences of performers and producers
in one of the last European colonial states (Portugal) during a period of political and social
repression and global isolation. This new model of systemic analysis reveals a paradoxical
interrelationship between state-controlled television and international media industries,
highlighting the space where these two forces collide and locating television jazz production
within an important cultural milieu with a lasting impact on Portuguese society.
Routledge
Market: JAZZ STUDIES
March 2022: 6 x 9: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48904-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04344-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367489045

Routledge
Market: Music Education / Research Methods
February 2022: 7 x 10: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06052-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06049-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20047-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060521
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Fertile Ground in Middle Level General Music

Gregorio Ballabene’s Forty-eight-part Mass for
Twelve Choirs (1772)

Stephanie Cronenberg, Mason Gross School of the Arts at
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, USA

Florian Bassani
Series: Royal Musical Association Monographs

Fertile Ground in Middle Level General Music guides music
educators to inspire their middle level students (grades 5-8) to
engage more deeply in the general music classroom, where
students are given the opportunity to "try on" a range of roles:
musician, composer, listener, and critic. The book outlines the
Fertile Ground Framework, a teacher’s aide for curricular
decision-making that unites the middle level concept with the
National Core Arts Standards while emphasizing the
developmental needs and cultural identities of students.
Routledge
Market: Music Education
November 2021: 7 x 10: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64380-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64377-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12424-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643805

Neither Spem in alium, the widely acclaimed ‘songe of fortie
partes’ by Thomas Tallis, nor Alessandro Striggio’s forty-part Mass
is the largest-scale counterpoint work in Western music. The
actual winner is Gregorio Ballabene, a relatively unknown Roman
maestro di cappella, a contemporary of Giovanni Paisiello, Joseph
Haydn and Luigi Boccherini, who composed in forty-eight parts
for twelve choirs. Ballabene’s Mass has remained completely
unstudied until today, even though the score survives in
prominent collections. This study offers, for the first time, a
historical and analytical perspective on this overlooked
manifestation of an individual musical intelligence.
Routledge
Market: Choral music; Baroque music; Classical music; Music history
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12892-4: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22671-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032128924

2nd Edition

3rd Edition

Focus: Gamelan Music of Indonesia
Henry Spiller, University of California, Davis, USA and
Elizabeth A. Clendinning
Series: Focus on World Music Series
Focus: Gamelan Music of Indonesia, Third Edition, introduces the
emblematic music of Southeast Asia’s largest country, as sound
and as cultural phenomenon, highlighting the significant role
gamelan music plays in the national culture while teaching of
Indonesian values and modern-day life. Despite Indonesia’s great
diversity—a melting pot of indigenous, Hindu, Buddhist, Islamic,
Portuguese, Dutch, British, and modern global influences—a
forged national identity is at its core. This volume explores that
identity, understanding present-day Javanese, Balinese,
Cirebonese, and Sundanese gamelan music through ethnic, social, cultural, and global
perspectives.
Routledge
Market: ETHNOMUSICOLOGY / SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES
February 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85748-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85749-3: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01483-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-96067-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857486

Inquiry in Music Education
Concepts and Methods for the Beginning Researcher
Carol Frierson-Campbell, William Patterson University, USA
and Hildegard C. Froehlich, University of North Texas, USA
Inquiry in Music Education: Concepts and Methods for the Beginning
Researcher, Second Editionintroduces research and scholarship
in music education as an ongoing spiral of inquiry. Exploring
research conventions that are applicable beyond music to the
other arts and humanities as well, it offers a sequential approach
to topic formulation, information literacy, reading and evaluating
research studies, and planning and conducting original studies
within accepted guidelines. The second edition addresses the
changes in methods due to technological advances and an
awareness of the impact of place and culture on researchers
and research participants.
Routledge
Market: Music Education / Music Research
March 2022: 7 x 10: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52394-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52393-0: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05770-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523947
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Insights into Music Composition

Keyboard Skills for the Practical Musician

Gregory Young, Montana State University, USA and Steve Roens, The University of
Utah, USA

Cole Burger, Bowling Green State University College of
Musical Arts, USA

Insights into Music Composition is a guide and source of inspiration for beginning students
of music composition. Drawing on perspectives from a range of experienced composers,
the book introduces readers to the compositional process, emphasizing how to think about
creating a piece of music from beginning to end by providing not only a survey of methods
but an understanding of the overarching context for composition. The authors present
student composers with the tools to develop their own voice.

Keyboard Skills for the Practical Musician provides undergraduate
music majors in class piano courses with the techniques and
fundamentals they need to flourish into independent, versatile
musicians who play with confidence and sensitivity. Organized
by skill (rather than level), the topics sequenced in this textbook
offer endless flexibility for instructors while guiding students in
a step-by-step approach through the development of essential
keyboard skills—such as reading, harmonization, improvisation,
and accompaniment—supporting concepts learned in music
theory, ear training, private lessons, methods classes, and

Routledge
Market: MUSIC COMPOSITION
April 2022: 7 x 10: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07196-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07192-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-20586-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032071961

ensemble courses.
Routledge
Market: Music Education
February 2022: 8.25 x 11: 428pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51747-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-51746-5: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05504-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367517472
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Jazz in Socialist Hà Nội

Mixing Pop and Politics

Improvisations between Worlds

Political Dimensions of Popular Music in the 21st Century

Stan BH Tan-Tangbau, VinUniversity Project, Vietnam, Lưu Quang Minh, Vietnam
National Academy of Music and Quyền Thiện Đắc, Vietnam National Academy of
Music
Series: Transnational Studies in Jazz

Edited by Catherine Hoad, Masse University Wellington, New Zealand, Geoff Stahl,
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand and Oli Wilson, Masse University
Wellington, New Zealand

Jazz in Socialist Hà Nội: Improvisations between Worlds examines the germination and growth
of jazz under communist rule—perceived as the "music of the enemy" and "ideologically
decadent"—in the Vietnamese capital of Hà Nội. After disappearing from the scene in 1954
following the end of the First Indochina War, jazz reemerged in the public sphere decades
later at the end of the Cold War. Since then, Hà Nội has established itself as a vital and
vibrant jazz center. Featuring interviews with principal players involved in cultivating the
scene, this book presents the sociocultural encounters between musicians and the larger
powers enmeshed in the broader political economy.
Routledge
Market: JAZZ STUDIES / ETHNOMUSICOLOGY
March 2022: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76201-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16592-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367762018

The political has always been part of popular music, but how does that play out in today’s
musical and political landscape? Mixing Pop and Politics: Political Dimensions of Popular Music
in the 21st Century provides an innovative exploration of the complex politics of popular
music in its contemporary formations. Amid the shifting paradigms of power in the 2010s,
the chapters in this book go beyond the idea of popular music as protest to explore how
resistance, subversion, containment, and reconciliation all interact in the popular music
realm.
Routledge
Market: Popular Music
March 2022: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24808-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-24809-3: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28452-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248086
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Joaquín Rodrigo

Modes of Communication in Stravinsky’s Works

Writings on Music

Sign and Expression

Raymond Calcraft and Elizabeth Matthews

Per Dahl
Series: Routledge Research in Music

This volume makes available Joaquín Rodrigo's writings to English-speaking readers
throughout the world. The generous selection reveals an outstanding critical mind, equally
illuminating on the main developments in the history of classical music and its most
important composers, from Bach and Mozart to Verdi and Puccini, as well as Rodrigo's
contemporaries. Rodrigo’s writings also cover many aspects of the culture and music of
Spain and the country's major composers, as well as being an invaluable guide to an
understanding and appreciation of his own works. This volume will be of the greatest
interest to musicians, scholars, music critics, and music-lovers alike.
Routledge
Market: Rodrigo/ Guitar/ Spanish music/ Spanish culture
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03003-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-032-03004-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032030036

Complimentary Exam Copy
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Igor Stravinsky left behind a complex heritage of music and ideas. There are many examples
of discrepancies between his literate statements about music and musicians and his musical
compositions and activity. Per Dahl presents a model of communication that unveils a
clear and logical understanding of Stravinsky's heritage, based on the extant material
available. From this, he argues the case for Stravinsky’s music and his ideas as separate
entities, representing different modes of communication.
Routledge
Market: music; Stravinsky; 20th-Century Music; Communication Theory; Music and Philosophy
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11108-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21846-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032111087
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Music and Encounter at the Mediterranean
Crossroads

Music, the Moving Image and Ireland, 1897–2017

A Sea of Voices
Edited by Ruth F. Davis, Corpus Christi College, University
of Cambridge, UK and Brian Oberlander
Music and Encounter at the Mediterranean Crossroads: A Sea of
Voices explores the musical practices that circulate the
Mediterranean Sea. Collectively, the authors relate this musical
flow to broader transnational flows of people and power that
generate complex encounters, bringing the diverse cultures of
Europe, Africa, and the Middle East into new and challenging
forms of contact. Individually, the chapters offer detailed
ethnographic and historiographic studies of music’s multifaceted
roles in such interactions.
Routledge
Market: Ethnomusicology
November 2021: 6 x 9: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44248-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00851-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367442484

John O'Flynn, Dublin City University, Ireland
Series: Ashgate Screen Music Series
Music, the Moving Image and Ireland, 1897-2017 constitutes the first comprehensive study
of music for screen productions from or relating to the island. It identifies and interprets
tendencies over the first 120 years of a field comprising the relatively distinct yet often
overlapping areas of Irish-themed and Irish-produced film. Dividing into three parts, the
th
book first explores accompaniments and scores for 20 -century Irish-themed narrative
features that resulted in significant contributions by many Hollywood, British, continental
European and, to a lesser extent, Irish composers; along with the input of many orchestras
and other musicians.
Routledge
Market: Music/ Irish Music/ Screen Music/
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 306pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56177-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71039-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138561779
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3rd Edition

Music by Subscription

Music: A Social Experience

Composers and their Networks in the British Music-Publishing Trade,
1676–1820
Edited by Simon D.I. Fleming and Martin Perkins
Series: Routledge Research in Music
This book breaks new ground in the social and cultural history of eighteenth-century music
in Britain through the study of a hitherto neglected resource, the lists of subscribers that
were attached to a wide variety of publications, including musical works. These lists shed
considerable light on the nature of those who subscribed to music, including their social
status, place of employment, residence, and musical interests. Through broad analysis of
subscription data, the contributors reveal insights into social and economic changes during
the period, and the types of music favoured by groups like music clubs, the aristocracy,
the clergy, and by men and women.

Steven Cornelius, Boston University, USA and Mary Natvig,
Bowling Green State University, USA
By taking a thematic approach to the study of music
appreciation, Music: A Social Experience, Third Edition
demonstrates how music reflects and deepens both individual
and cultural understandings. Musical examples are presented
within universally experienced social frameworks (ethnicity,
gender, spirituality, love, and more) to help students understand
how music reflects and advances human experience. Students
engage with multiple genres (Western art music, popular music,
and world music) through lively narratives and innovative
activities. A companion website features streaming audio and instructors' resources.

Routledge
Market: Music History
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74850-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16355-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367748500

Routledge
Market: Music Appreciation
January 2022: 8.25 x 11: 408pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74035-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74033-7: £84.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15581-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367740351
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Music Psychology

Musical Agency and the Social Listener

Ernst Kurth, Daphne Tan and Christoph Neidhöfer
Series: Classic European Studies in the Science of Music
The first edition of Ernst Kurth’s Musikpsychologie appeared in 1931, and was regarded as
no less than the foundation for a new ‘systematic’ music psychology (Wellek 1933). Music
theorists regard him as an important figure in the history of music theory. This first full
translation provides English-speaking theorists the opportunity to delve deeper into his
ideas. Indeed, Kurth’s concerns – listening habits and habituation, metaphorical language,
the limits of memory, and the role of the body in music experience, to name a few – are
shared by many in the field today, especially scholars who work at the intersections of
music theory, psychology, and related disciplines.
Routledge
Market: Music / Psychology of Music / Music Theory / Music and Philosophy
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-138-23409-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-315-30791-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138234093

Cora S. Palfy
In this book, Palfy contends that music has the potential to
engage us in social processes and that those processes can be
experienced as a social interaction with a musical agent. She
explores the overlap between the psychological processes in
which we participate in order to understand and engage with
people, and those we engage in when we listen to music.
Thinking of musical agency as a form of social process is quite
different from existing theoretical frameworks for agency. It
implies that we come to musical analysis by way of
intuition—that our ideas are already partially formed based on
our experience of the piece when we choose to analyze and
interpret it.
Routledge
Market: Music Theory; music agency; social psychology; ecological music theory
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77084-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16971-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367770846
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Musics with and after Tonality

Rītigaula

Mining the Gap

A Study of Improvisation and Discourse in Indian Music

11

Edited by Somangshu Mukherji

Edited by Paul Fleet
Series: Ashgate Studies in Theory and Analysis of Music After 1900

This book discusses a single Indian rāga called Rītigaula, authored
by the late Princeton music scholar Harold Powers. A detailed
description of Rītigaula’s pitch structure, conventions
surrounding its performance, and its treatment in historical
Indian music treatises are comprehensively described. Powers’
unique approach to theorizing rāga examines rāga structure
and meaning from the perspective of musical communication
and discourse. From within this perspective, Powers shares his
thoughts about music’s connection to language, and the
relationship between rāga expression and linguistic
communication.

This volume is a journey through musics that emerged at the turn of the 20th Century and
were neither exclusively tonal nor serial. They fall between these labels as they are metatonal,
being both with and after tonality, in their reconstruction of external codes and gestures
of Common Practice music in new and idiosyncratic ways. Works include those by Frank
Bridge, Ferruccio Busoni, Mikalojus Konstantinas Čiurlionis, Rebecca Clarke, John Foulds,
Percy Grainger, Mary Howe, Carl Nielsen, Franz Schreker, Erwin Schulhoff, Cyril Scott and
Alexander Scriabin. This book will be a source of enrichment to readers own understanding
of music at the turn of the 20th Century.
Routledge
Market: Music/Twentieth Century Music
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31636-2: £125.00
eBook: 978-0-429-45171-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138316362

Routledge
Market: Music/Raga/Ethnomusicology/Music Theory
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 292pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43001-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17122-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430016
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Peak Music Experiences

2nd Edition

A New Perspective on Popular music, Identity and Scenes

Scholarly Research in Music

Ben Green
Series: Routledge Studies in Popular Music
Peak music experiences’ are a recurring feature of popular music
journalism, biography and fan culture, where they are often
credited as pivotal in people’s relationships with music and in
their lives more generally. Ben Green investigates the
phenomenon from a social and cultural perspective, including
discussions of peak music experiences as a core motivation for
ongoing musical and social activity; the significance of live music
experiences; and the key role of peak music experiences in
defining and perpetuating music scenes. It will be of interest to
the interdisciplinary field of popular music studies, sociology
and cultural studies beyond the study of music.
Routledge
Market: Popular music studies; sociology of music; cultural studies; media studies; memory studies;
psychology of music
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55384-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09324-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553845

Sang-Hie Lee, University of South Florida, USA
Scholarly Research in Music: Shared and Disciplinary-Specific
Practices, Second Edition offers a comprehensive and detailed
guide to engaging in research in all disciplines of music. This
second edition continues to provide the foundational principles
of research for all musicians, including performers, theorists,
composers, conductors, music educators, and musicologists. It
strengthens the core pedagogical framework of the first edition
by offering updated guidance on available technologies,
methodologies, and materials.

Routledge
Market: MUSIC / MUSICOLOGY
March 2022: 7 x 10: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72216-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72218-0: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15392-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-20888-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367722166
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Reflections on Elizabeth A. H. Green’s Life and
Career in Music Education

Singing Soviet Stagnation: Vocal Cycles from the
USSR, 1964–1985

Jared R. Rawlings, The University of Utah, USA
An engaging integration of scholarship and storytelling, Reflections on Elizabeth A. H. Green’s
Life and Career in Music Education details the life and career of a pioneering figure in the
field of instrumental music teacher education, who was one of the first to document a
curriculum for teaching conducting and stringed instruments. Featuring interviews with
Green’s former students, faculty colleagues, and close friends, this account combines
reflections and memories with Green’s conducting techniques and teachings.
Routledge
Market: Music Education
February 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71515-1: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15241-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367715151

Richard Louis Gillies
Series edited by Dr. Pauline Fairclough
Series: Routledge Russian and East European Music and Culture
Singing Soviet Stagnation: Vocal Cycles from the USSR, 1964–1985
explores the ways in which the aftershock of an apparent crisis
in Soviet identity after the death of Stalin in 1953 can be detected
in selected musical-literary works of what has become known
as the ‘Stagnation’ era (1964–1985). It will be of particular
significance for scholars, students, and performers with an
interest in Russian and Soviet music, the intersection between
music and poetry, and the history of Russian and East European
culture, politics, and identity during the twentieth century.
Routledge
Market: Music / Russian Music / European Music / Music and Politics
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22250-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-27407-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367222505
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Singing the English

Sound Teaching

Britain in the French Musical Low-Brow, 1870–1904

A Research-Informed Approach to Inspiring Confidence, Skill, and
Enjoyment in Music Performance

Hannah Scott
Series: Music in Nineteenth-Century Britain
Late nineteenth-century France was a nation undergoing an identity crisis: the uncertain
infancy of the Third Republic and shifting alliances in the wake of the Franco-Prussian War
forced France to interrogate the fundamental values and characteristics at the heart of its
own national identity. Music was central to this national self-scrutiny. This book sheds light
on this forgotten musical sphere through a rich variety of contemporary sources.
Routledge
Market: Music History/Folk Music/French Nationalism/Cultural Identity
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41612-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-81543-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367416126

Edited by Henrique Meissner, Renee Timmers and Stephanie E. Pitts, University of
Sheffield, UK
Sound Teaching explores the ways in which music psychology and education can meet to
inspire developments in the teaching and learning of music performance. The book is
based on music practitioners’ research into aspects of their own professional practice. Each
chapter addresses a specific topic related to musical communication and expression,
performance confidence and enjoyment, or skill development in individual and group
learning. Itprovides a research-informed approach to teaching and contributes to music
tutors’ professional development in teaching children and adults of various ages and
abilities.
Routledge
Market: Psychology of Music; music learning and performance; professional development of musicians
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 158pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62213-8: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10838-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367622138
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Sound Art

Swedish Jazz in the United States

Concepts and Practices

Swede and Cool

Thom Holmes
Sound Art offers the first comprehensive introduction to sound art written for undergraduate
students. Drawing on a broad, diverse range of examples, and firmly interdisciplinary, this
book will be essential reading for anyone studying or teaching the theory, history,
appreciation, or practice of sound art.
Routledge
Market: Music/Art
April 2022: 6 x 9: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64948-4: £85.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64949-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-315-62304-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138649484

Mischa van Kan
Series: Transnational Studies in Jazz
Swedish Jazz in the United States: Swede and Cool traces and
analyzes the dissemination and reception of jazz from Sweden
in the United States during the period of 1947-1963. It maps the
networks through which Swedish record companies exchanged
recordings with their American counterparts, establishing an
American interest in Swedish jazz at a time long regarded as a
predominantly American era. Exploring these Swedish-American
exchanges—rather than the canonized names in jazz—shines
a light on new perspectives in the genre, clarifying the ways in
which Swedish jazz was adapted to the American market and
how it was understood in an American context.
Routledge
Market: JAZZ STUDIES
February 2022: 6 x 9: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42168-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-82233-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421687
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Sound Heritage

The Adult Music Student

Making Music Matter in Historic Houses

Making Music throughout the Lifespan

Edited by Jeanice Brooks, Matthew Stephens and Wiebke
Thormählen, Royal College of Music, London, UK
Series: Routledge Research in Music
Sound Heritage is the first study of music in the historic house
museum, featuring contributions from both music, heritage
scholars and professionals in a richly interdisciplinary approach.
It examines how music materials can be used to create narratives
about past inhabitants and their surroundings - including aspects
of social and cultural life beyond the activity of music making
itself - and explores how music as sound, material, and practice
can be more consistently and engagingly integrated into the
curation and interpretation of historic houses. A pioneering
study that will appeal to those interested in the intersection
between Music, Museum and Heritage Studies.
Routledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23716-5: £130.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28132-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367237165

Pamela Pike
The Adult Music Student addresses this gap, equipping music
educators and professional musicians with the skills to provide
optimal learning environments for adult music-makers, and
exploring the process of learning and making music across the
entire adult lifespan.
Providing practitioners with both an understanding of how
adults learn, and practical approaches that can be used
immediately in various music settings, this book offers an
essential guide for any instructor working with adult music
students.
Routledge
Market: Music Education
December 2021: 7 x 10: 162pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43460-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43458-8: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00335-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434601

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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The Live Music Business

The Player Piano and Musical Labor

Management and Production of Concerts and Festivals

The Ghost in the Machine

Andy Reynolds

Allison Wente

The Live Music Business: Management and Production of Concerts
and Festivals, Third Edition, shines a light on the enigmatic live
music business, offering a wealth of inside advice and trade
secrets to artists and bands looking to make a living in the
industry. Previously published as The Tour Book, this new edition
has been extensively revised, reorganized, and updated to reflect
today’s music industry. This practical guidebook examines the
roles of the key players—from booking agents to concert
promoters, artist managers to talent buyers—and the deals,
conventions, and processes that drive this global business.

By the early twentieth century the machine aesthetic was a well-established and dominant
interest that fundamentally transformed musical performance and listening practices. While
numerous scholars have examined this aesthetic in art and literature, musical compositions
representing industrialized labor practices and the role of the machine in music remain
largely unexplored. This book explores that shift, examining the rise and fall of the player
piano in early twentieth-century society and connecting it to the digital technologies of
today.

Routledge
Market: Music Business
November 2021: 7 x 10: 334pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89491-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-85972-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01950-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894917

Routledge
Market: History of recording; sound studies; piano; music and technology
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55387-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09326-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553876
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The Music and Noise of the Stooges, 1967-71

The Popular and the Sacred in Music

Lost in the Future

Antti-Ville Kärjä
Michael S. Begnal
Series: Ashgate Popular and Folk Music Series
This book offers a fresh perspective on the Stooges utilizing the
lenses of cultural criticism and sound studies (drawing on the
thinking of Theodor Adorno, Jacques Attali, and Pierre Bourdieu,
among others), as well as contemporary and archival texts, this
extensively researched study analyzes the trajectory and musical
output of the original Stooges. During the late 1960s and early
70s, a moment when the dissonant energy of rock’n’roll was
more than ever being subsumed by the record industry, the
Stooges were initially commercial failures, with the band’s "noisy"
music and singer Iggy Pop’s "bizarre" onstage performances
confusing their label, Elektra Records.
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In the book, music is approached as a sphere of activity where sacred and popular qualities
intersect and amalgamate. By recognising postsecular and postcolonial processes of
religious change, the cultural dynamics at stake are approached by stressing the multiple
dimensions of the sacred and the popular, hence challenging conventional and rigid
conceptualisations of both popular music and sacred music. The book is targeted to scholars
and students of music, culture and religion, with a critical emphasis on interdisciplinarity.
Routledge
Market: Music and religion; music and philosophy; music and culture; subcultures
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02503-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18364-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032025032

Routledge
Market: Popular Music Studies/ Music Criticism/ Cultural Studies/ American Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64843-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12652-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367648435
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The Original Portrayal of Mozart’s Don Giovanni

The Routledge Companion to Music and Human
Rights

Magnus Tessing Schneider
Series edited by Roberta Montemorra Marvin
Series: Ashgate Interdisciplinary Studies in Opera
The Original Portrayal of Mozart’s Don Giovanni offers an original
reading of Mozart’s and Da Ponte’s opera Don Giovanni, using
as a lens the portrayal of the title role by its creator, the baritone
Luigi Bassi (1766-1825). Although Bassi was coached in the role
by the composer himself, his portrayal has never been studied
in depth before, and this book presents a large amount of new
sources (first- and second-hand accounts), which allows us to
reconstruct his performance scene by scene. This is an important
study for scholars and researchers of Opera Studies, Theatre and
Performance Studies, and Music History.
Routledge
Market: Music / Opera Studies / Theatre & Performance Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-24320-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28170-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367243203

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edited by Julian Fifer, Angela Impey, SOAS, University of London, UK, Peter
Kirchschlaeger, Manfred Nowak and George ULRICH
Series: SOAS Studies in Music
The Companion to Music and Human Rights is a collection of case studies that spans a wide
range of concerns about music and human rights. It is comprised of 24 chapters interspersed
between 10 ‘sketches’ that focus on individual’s intimate experiences with, or use of music
and human rights. Threats to the peaceful pursuit of individual and collective goals that
have caused the fragmentation of nations has impelled practitioners in the fields of music
and human rights to explore, together, ways they might amplify the impact of their values
and professional objectives.
Routledge
May 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 568pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48909-0: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04347-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367489090

New in Paperback
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The Routledge Companion to Music and Modern
Literature

Tradition and Creativity in Korean Taegŭm Flute
Performance
Hyelim Kim
Series: SOAS Studies in Music

Edited by Rachael Durkin, Edinburgh Napier University, UK
Series: Routledge Music Companions
Modern literature has always been obsessed by music. It cannot seem to think about itself
without obsessing about music. And music has returned the favour. The Routledge
Companion to Music and Modern Literature addresses this relationship as a significant
contribution to the burgeoning field of word and music studies. The 37 chapters within
consider the partnership through four lenses—the universal, opera and literature, musical
and literary forms, and popular music and literature—and touch upon diverse and pertinent
themes for our modern times, ranging from misogyny to queerness, racial inequality to
the claimed universality of whiteness.
Routledge
Market: Music / Literature / Interdisciplinary Literary Studies
April 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 520pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23724-0: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-367-23728-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367237240

Tradition and Creativity in Korean Taegŭm Flute Performance
describes the taegŭm as a representation of Korean culture in
the contemporary world. Through the development and
performance of creative works, this horizontal bamboo flute
reflects both tradition and contemporary creativity. The first part
of the book outlines the historical background of the taegŭm.
The second part of the book draws on approaches of Practice
Research within musicology and sociology to examine the ways
in which the taegŭm tradition interacts with, and responds to,
different genres in performance.
Routledge
Market: Music/Ethnomusicology/Korean Flute
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37912-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-351-21674-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815379126
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The Routledge Handbook of Women’s Work in
Music

Trauma and Resilience in Music Education

Edited by Rhiannon Mathias
Series: Routledge Music Handbooks
The Routledge Handbook of Women’s Work in Music presents
a unique collection of core research by academics and music
practitioners from around the world, engaging with an
extraordinarily wide range of topics on women’s contributions
to Western and Eastern art music, popular music, world music,
music education, ethnomusicology as well as in the music
industries.
This is a key reference work for advanced undergraduates,
postgraduates and researchers in music and gender.
Routledge
Market: Music / Gender Studies
December 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19209-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-20108-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367192099

Haunted Melodies
Edited by Deborah Bradley, Boston University, USA and
Juliet Hess, Michigan State University, USA
Trauma and Resilience in Music Education: Haunted Melodies
considers the effects of trauma on both teachers and students
in the music classroom, exploring music as a means for working
through traumatic experiences and the role music education
plays in trauma studies. The volume acknowledges the ubiquity
of trauma in our society and its long-term deleterious effects
while showcasing the singular ways music can serve as a support
for those who struggle. In twelve contributed essays, authors
examine theoretical perspectives and personal and societal
traumas, providing a foundation for thinking about their
implications in music education.
Routledge
Market: MUSIC EDUCATION / TRAUMA STUDIES
November 2021: 6 x 9: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64366-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12420-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643669
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The Routledge Handbook to the Music of Alfred
Schnittke

Trends in World Music Analysis

Gavin Dixon
Series edited by Dr. Pauline Fairclough
Series: Routledge Russian and East European Music and Culture

Edited by Lawrence Beaumont Shuster, Cornell University, USA, Somangshu
Mukherji and Noé Dinnerstein

The Routledge Handbook to the Music of Alfred Schnittke is a comprehensive study of the
work of one of the most important Russian composers of the late 20th century. Each piece
is discussed in detail with attention to the composer’s groundbreaking polystylism, as well
as his unique approach to musical symbolism and his deep engagement with Christian
themes.
This is an essential reference for all those interested in the areas of Russian music, 20th
Century music, and performance studies.
Routledge
Market: Music / Russian music / 20th Century music
January 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22246-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-27404-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367222468

New Directions in World Music Analysis

This volume brings together a group of analytical essays exploring traditional genres and
styles of world music, capturing a vibrant and expanding field of research. These
contributors, drawn from the forefront of researchers in world music analysis, seek to break
down barriers and build bridges between scholarly disciplines, musical repertoires, and
cultural traditions. Covering a wide range of genres, styles, and performers, the chapters
bring to bear a variety of methodologies, including indigenous theoretical perspectives,
Western music theory, and interdisciplinary techniques rooted in the cognitive and
computational sciences.
Routledge
Market: Music Theory/World Music
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47054-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03308-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470548

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Undergraduate Research in History

Xenakis Creates in Architecture and Music

A Guide for Students

The Reynolds Desert House

Molly Todd, Jenny Olin Shanahan and Gregory. D Young
Series: Routledge Undergraduate Research Series

Roger Reynolds, Univeristy of California, USA and Karen
Reynolds

Undergraduate Research in History offers a blend of theory and
practice for undergraduate researchers in history, relevant to
new routines of the digital age. The volume addresses key issues
facing researchers, including finding relevant sources, funding
research projects, and sharing results with diverse audiences.
Supported by dozens of examples of real-world undergraduate
research projects, this book is an indispensable reference for any
student embarking on historical research and for professors
guiding and collaborating with undergraduate researchers.

Xenakis Creates in Architecture and Music describes the
collaborative interaction of internationally acclaimed composer
Roger Reynolds, musician Karen Reynolds, and musically inspired
composer, engineer, and architect Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001)
to create a house design, The Reynolds Desert House. The process
combined aesthetics and intuition with mathematical systems,
showcasing how art and science are balanced—by way of music
and architecture—to address the essential technical aspects of
music along with the role of emotion and energy. The book
presents a trove of sources: letters, diaries, notes, photographs,
sketches, and person-to-person conversations.

Routledge
Market: HISTORY / EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
March 2022: 7 x 10: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45688-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-45684-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02477-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367456887

Routledge
Market: MUSIC / ARCHITECTURE
November 2021: 7 x 10: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71477-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69846-1: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15223-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367714772
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West Side Story, Gypsy, and the Art of Broadway
Orchestration
Paul Laird, University of Kansas, USA
Series: Routledge Research in Music
In this ground-breaking study, Paul Laird examines the process
and effect of orchestration in West Side Story and Gypsy, two
musicals that were among the most significant Broadway shows
of the 1950s. Drawing on extensive archival research with original
manuscripts, Laird provides a detailed account of the process
of orchestration for these musicals, and their context in the
history of Broadway orchestration. He argues that the
orchestration plays a vital role in the characterization and plot
development in each major musical number, opening a new
avenue for analysis that deepens our understanding of the
musical as an art form.
Routledge
Market: Music/Theatre
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-367-08615-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-02337-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367086152
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Women in Jazz
Musicality, Femininity, Marginalization
Marie Buscatto, University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne,
France
Series: Transnational Studies in Jazz
Women in Jazz: Musicality, Femininity, Marginalization examines
the invisible discrimination against female musicians in the
French jazz world and the ways women thrive as professionals
despite such conditions. The author shines a light on the paradox
for women in jazz: to express oneself in a "feminine" way is to
be denigrated for it, yet to behave in a "masculine" manner is
to be devalued for a lack of femininity. First published in French
by CNRS Editions in 2007, Women in Jazz: Musicality, Femininity,
Marginalization expands the conversation beyond the French
border, identifying female jazz musicians as a discriminated minority all around the world.
Routledge
Market: JAZZ / WOMEN'S STUDIES
December 2021: 6 x 9: 174pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01181-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01178-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17755-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032011813
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A History of Chinese Theatre in the 20th Century

Antonin Artaud

Fu Jin
Series: China Perspectives

Blake Morris
Series edited by Bernadette Sweeney
Series: Routledge Performance Practitioners

The four volumes of "A History of Chinese Theatre in the 20th Century" display the
developmental trajectories of Chinese theatre over those hundred years. Following a
chronological order, the author examines representative figures and works of each historical
period and shows that the development of the Chinese theatre is intertwined with a variety
of internal and external factors.; Scholars and students in the history of the arts, especially
the history of Chinese theater, will find this book to be an essential guide.
Routledge
Market: art history/theatre/Chinese theatre
October 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 1320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06522-9: £520.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20268-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032065229

Routledge Performance Practitioners is a series of introductory
guides to the key theatre-makers of the last century. Antonin
Artaud was an active theatre maker and theorist whose ideas
reshaped contemporary approaches to performance. This is the
first book to combine: an overview of Artaud’s life, an analysis
of his key theories a consideration of his work as a director, and
a series of practical exercises to develop an approach to theatre
based on Artaud’s key ideas.
Routledge
Market: Drama / Theatre Studies
December 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-02977-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-02979-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-01983-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367029777
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Active Analysis

ASHÉ

Maria Knebel and Anatoli Vassiliev

Ritual Poetics in African Diasporic Expressivity

Active Analysis combines Maria Knebel’s two books, ‘On Active
Analysis of the Play & the Role’ and ‘The Word in the Actor’s
Creative Work’ in an edition conceived by one of Knebel's most
famous students, the renowned theatre and film director, Anatoli
Vassiliev. This book condenses two of Knebel’s most important
books into one volume and is an indispensable resource for
professional directors, student directors, actors and researchers
interested in Stanislavski, directing, rehearsal methods and
theatre studies more generally.

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-415-49852-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-49853-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-203-12520-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415498524

Edited by Paul Cater Harrison, Harris D Michael and Pellom
Mcdaniels III
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
ASHÉ: Ritual Poetics in African Diasporic is a collection of
interdisciplinary essays contributed by international scholars
and practitioners.

Routledge
Market: African Aesthetics
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46479-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04601-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464790
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11th Edition

Aesthetic Collectives

Ballroom Dancing

On the Nature of Collectivity in Cultural Performance

Alex Moore

Andrew Wiskowski
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Now in its eleventh edition, this classic and comprehensive
handbook has been revised to bring it up to date with changes
on the dance floor and in the rules of dance competitions. This
is the go-to book for dancers, competition judges, teachers and
anyone who needs to be at the forefront of today’s ballroom
technique, from amateur practice to international
championships.

Aesthetic Collectives works to name, describe, and analyse the notion of collectivity in
performance.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07135-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20566-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032071350

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54533-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-16308-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-09155-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-878-30153-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545338
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Bloody Brilliant: How to Develop, Execute, and
Clean Up Blood Effects for Live Performance

Chinese Theatre: An Illustrated History Through
Nuoxi and Mulianxi

Jennifer McClure

Volume One: From Exorcism to Entertainment

Bloody Brilliant: How to Develop, Execute, and Clean Up Blood Effects for Live Performance offers
methods and techniques for delivering this special effect on the stage. Filled with
easy-to-follow descriptions and full-color artwork, this book provides helpful insight,
information, techniques, and tricks for producing reliable and repeatable blood effects,
covering everything from design and budgeting to safety and clean-up. Prop managers
and builders in professional, educational, and regional theatre are sure to benefit from the
tips outlined in this book.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Makeup / Props
April 2022: 7 x 10: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42733-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42735-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-85466-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427337

Xiaohuan Zhao
Chinese Theatre: An Illustrated History Through Nuoxi and Mulianxi
is the first book in any language entirely devoted to a historical
inquiry into Chinese theatre through Nuoxi and Mulianxi, the
two most representative and predominant forms of Chinese
temple theatre. This is an interdisciplinary book project that is
aimed to help researchers and students of theatre history
understand the ritual origins of Chinese theatre and the dynamic
relationships among myth, ritual, religion, and theatre.

Routledge
Market: Theatre Studies / History
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20810-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-46029-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138208100
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Borderlands Children’s Theatre

Chinese Theatre: An Illustrated History Through
Nuoxi and Mulianxi

Historical Developments and Emergence of
Chicana/o/Mexican-American Youth Theatre
Cecilia Josephine Aragón
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book chronicles the child performer as part of the
Mexican-American/Chicana/o theatre experience. This book
adds to the national and international dialogue in theatre and
gives voice to Mexican-American/Chicana/o children and youth
and will be of great interest to students and scholars of Theatre
studies and Latina/o studies.
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Volume Two: From Storytelling to Story-acting
Xiaohuan Zhao
Chinese Theatre: An Illustrated History Through Nuoxi and Mulianxi is the first book in any
language entirely devoted to a historical inquiry into Chinese theatre through Nuoxi and
Mulianxi, the two most representative and predominant forms of Chinese temple theatre.
This is an interdisciplinary book project that is aimed to help researchers and students of
theatre history understand the ritual origins of Chinese theatre and the dynamic relationships
among myth, ritual, religion, and theatre.
Routledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 416pp
Hb: 978-1-032-17117-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25187-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032171173

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55904-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09570-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367559045
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Chinese Theatre: An Illustrated History Through
Nuoxi and Mulianxi

Chinese Traditional Theatre and Male Dan

Xiaohuan Zhao

Guo Chao
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Chinese Theatre: An Illustrated History Through Nuoxi and Mulianxi is the first book in any
language entirely devoted to a historical inquiry into Chinese theatre through Nuoxi and
Mulianxi, the two most representative and predominant forms of Chinese temple theatre.
This is an interdisciplinary book project that is aimed to help researchers and students of
theatre history understand the ritual origins of Chinese theatre.
Routledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 704pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16267-6: £192.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032162676

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Social Power, Cultural Change and Gender Relations

This book examines male dan, a male actor who performs female roles in Chinese theatre.
This book will be of great interest to students and scholars of East Asian/Chinese studies
across the fields of theatre, history, culture, and literature.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
January 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50542-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05027-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367505424

New in Paperback

Companion Website
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Choreography, Visual Art and Experimental
Composition 1950s–1970s

Commedia dell’Arte for the 21st Century

Erin Brannigan, University of New South Wales

Edited by Corinna Di Niro and Olly Crick
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

This book traces the history of engagements between dance and the visual arts in the
mid-twentieth century, and provides a backdrop for the emerging field of contemporary,
intermedial art practice. Exploring the disciplinary identity of dance in dialogue with the
visual arts, this book unpacks how dance-based compositional methods informed visual
art contexts. It provokes fresh consideration of the entangled relationship between, and
historiographic significance of, visual arts and dance by exploring movements in history
that dance has been traditionally mapped to and the specific practices and innovations
from key people in the field.
Routledge
Market: Visual Arts / Dance Studies
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18245-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18240-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25355-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032182452

Practice and Performance in the Asia-Pacific

This book discusses the evolution of Commedia dell’Arte in the Asia-Pacific where through
the process of reinvention and recreation it has emerged as a variety of hybrids and praxes,
all in some ways faithful to the recreated European genre.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69678-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14284-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367696788
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Christoph Schlingensief's Realist Theater

Commedia dell'Arte Scenarios

Ilinca Todorut
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book is the first study of the prolific German filmmaker, performance artist and TV host
Christoph Schlingensief (1960–2010) that identifies him as a practitioner of realism in the
theatre and lays out how theatrical realism can offer an aesthetic frame sturdy enough to
hold together his experiments across media and genres.
Routledge
Market: Christoph Schlingensief
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48753-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04277-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487539

Edited by Sergio Costola
Commedia dell'Arte Scenarios gathers together a collection of
scenarios from some of the most important Commedia dell'Arte
manuscripts, many of which have never been published in
English before. This collection offers scholars, performers and
students a wealth of original performance texts that brig to life
one of the most foundational performance genres in world
theatre.

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60838-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-60836-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10067-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367608385
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Circus and the Avant-Gardes

Copeau/Decroux, Irving/Craig

History, Imaginary, Innovation

A Search for 20th Century Mime, Mask & Marionette

Edited by Anna-Sophie Jürgens and Mirjam Hildbrand
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Thomas G Leabhart
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

This book examines how circus and circus imaginary have
shaped the historical avant-gardes at the beginning of the 20th
century and the cultures they help constitute, to what extent
this is a mutual shaping, and why this is still relevant today.

In this series of essays, Thomas Leabhart presents a thorough
overview and analysis of the roots of Etienne Decroux’s artistic
genealogy.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75728-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16374-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757281

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07181-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20585-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032071817

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Cutting Plays for Performance

Dancehall In/Securities

A Practical and Accessible Guide

Perspectives on Caribbean Expressive Life

Toby Malone and Aili Huber
Cutting Plays for Performance offers a practical guide for cutting
a wide variety of classical and modern plays. This essential text
offers insight into the various reasons for cutting, methods to
serve different purposes (time, audience, story), and suggests
ways of communicating cuts to a production team. This is the
first systematic guide for those who need to cut play texts.
Directors, dramaturgs, and teachers at every level from students
to seasoned professionals will find this an indispensable tool
throughout their careers.
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Edited by Patricia Noxolo, University of Birmingham, UK, 'H'
Patten and Sonjah Stanley-Niaah
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book focuses on how in/security works in and through
Jamaican dancehall, and on the insights that Jamaican dancehall
offers for the global study of in/security.

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74892-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74888-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16007-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367748920

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07125-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20550-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032071251
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D’Oyly Carte

Digital Performance in Everyday Life
Lyndsay Michalik Gratch and Ariel Gratch

The Decline and Fall of an Opera Company
Paul Seeley
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book considers and discuss aspects of the management of
the D’Oyly Carte Opera Company in the twentieth century since
the death of its founder Richard D’Oyly Carte and concentrate
on key events which contributed to its demise in 1982.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61049-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10305-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367610494

Digital Performance in Everyday Life combines theories of
performance, communication, and media to explore the many
ways we perform in our everyday lives through digital media
and in virtual spaces. The unique, interdisciplinary approach of
this book will be useful to scholars, artists, and activists in
communication, digital media, performance studies, theatre,
sociology, political science, information technology, and
cybersecurity - along with anyone interested in how
communication shapes and is shaped by digital technologies.

Routledge
Market: Media Studies / Theatre Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-34211-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-34214-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-43987-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138342118
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Dance Data, Cognition and Multimodal
Communication

Drafting Fundamentals for the Entertainment
Classroom

Edited by Carla Fernandes, Vito Evola and Cláudia Ribeiro
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

A Process-Based Introduction Integrating Hand Drafting, Vectorworks,
and SketchUp

This book is the result of a collaborative and transdisciplinary effort towards a first definition
of "dance data", with its complexities and contradictions, in a time where cognitive science
is growing in parallel to the need of a renewed awareness of the body’s agency in our
manyfold interactions with the world.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 456pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61745-5: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-10640-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367617455

Eric Appleton
Drafting Fundamentals for the Entertainment Classroom guides
students through a syllabus-formatted semester of integrated
drafting concepts and skills. By the end of the book, students
will understand drawing construction techniques,
USITT-recommended graphic standards, and the typical drawings
created for entertainment design, preparing them to dive more
deeply into the further complexities and opportunities of
Vectorworks and SketchUp. This text is written to complement
a fourteen- or fifteen-week semester of an Entertainment
Drafting course. The book’s incremental, step-by-step format
also provides structure for independent and self-directed study.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Performing Arts
November 2021: 8.25 x 11: 386pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72471-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-72470-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15492-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367724719

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

New in Paperback
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Entertainment in the Performing Arts

Female Aerialists in the 1920s and Early 1930s

Alice Marshall (Vale)

Femininity, Celebrity, and Glamour

Alice Marshall explores the question ‘What do you think entertainment is?’ by challenging
the reader to consider and form their own views through the provision of interviews,
professional opinions and researched topics.

Kate Holmes
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Female solo aerialists of the 1920s and early 1930s were
internationally popular performers in the largest live mass
entertainment of the period in the UK and USA. Yet these
aerialists and this period in circus history have been largely
forgotten.
Kate Holmes addresses this omission by arguing these stars
should be remembered for how they contributed to strength
being incorporated into some stereotypes of femininity.
This will prove to be a fascinating and engaging read for students
and practitioners of circus studies, performance studies and

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32252-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-32253-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31753-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322526

gender studies.
Routledge
Market: Circus studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18257-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-06033-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367182571
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Ethnodramatherapy
Integrating Research, Therapy, Theatre and Social Activism into One
Method
Stephen Snow
This book explores the integration of the performance
ethnography method, known as ethnodrama, with the principles
and practices of drama therapy to establish a theoretical
formulation for ethnodramatherapy, and considers its use as art,
as therapy, as research and as a vehicle for social justice. This
dynamic synthesis of drama therapy, performance ethnography,
theatrical art and social activism will be of interest to practitioners
and scholars who use theatre to effect individual and social
change, including the disciplines of applied theatre, theatre
education, experimental theatre, performance studies, as well
as drama therapy, psychodrama and the other creative arts
therapies.
Routledge
Market: Drama Education / Drama Therapy
November 2021: 6 x 9: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53948-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-53947-4: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-08381-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539481

Fifty Key Figures in LatinX and Latin American
Theatre
Edited by Paola S. Hernández and Analola Santana
Series: Routledge Key Guides
Fifty Key Figures in Latin American and Latinx Theatre is a critical
introduction to the most influential and innovative theatre
practitioners in the Americas, all of whom have been pioneers
in changing the field. A deep and enriching resource for the
classroom and individual study, this is the first book that any
student of LatinX and Latin American theatre should read.

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
February 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70131-4: £84.99
Pb: 978-0-367-70127-7: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14470-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367701314
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Eugene O'Neill's Philosophy of Difficult Theatre

Fifty Key Stage Musicals

Pity, Fear, and Forgiveness

Edited by Robert W. Schneider and Shannon Agnew
Series: Routledge Key Guides

Jeremy Killian
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Through a close re-examination of Eugene O’Neill’s oeuvre, from
minor plays to his Pulitzer-winning works, this study proposes
that O’Neill’s vision of tragedy privileges a particular emotional
response over a more "rational" one among his audience
members.

This volume in the Routledge Key Guides series provides a round-up of the fifty musicals
whose creations were seminal in altering the landscape of musical theater discourse in the
English-speaking world.
Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
March 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44441-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-44442-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00972-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367444419

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51911-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05569-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367519117

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Finland's National Theatre 1974–1991

Foundations of Flat Patterning and Draping

The Two Decades of Generational Contests, Cultural Upheavals, and
International Cold War Politics

For the Female Form
Larissa McConnell

Pirkko Koski
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Foundations of Flat Patterning and Draping: For the Female Form
provides the foundational tools necessary for success in the
techniques of flat patterning and draping clothes and costumes.
The techniques in this book generalize across sizes and shapes
making it universally applicable for the student technician, as
well as the person the garment is being developed for. Presented
in an accessible format with clear instructions and detailed
illustrations, this book is well suited for use as a textbook for the
undergraduate college instructor teaching costuming or fashion,
as well as for the student or individual learning on their own in
theatre, film, or fashion industries.

This study analyses the Finnish National Theatre’s activities
throughout the decades during which the post-war generation
with its new societal and theatrical views was rising to power,
and during which Europe, divided by the Iron Curtain, was
maturing to break the boundaries dividing it.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47689-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04766-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367476892

Routledge
Market: Theatre/Costume Design and Construction
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90097-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90098-4: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02261-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367900977
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Forms of Emotion

French Theatre, Orientalism, and the
Representation of India, 1770-1865

Human to Nonhuman in Drama, Theatre and Contemporary
Performance
Peta Tait
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

India Lost and Regained
David Hammerbeck
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Forms of Emotion analyses how drama, theatre and
contemporary performance present emotion and its human
and nonhuman diversity.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64497-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12483-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644970

This book examines the French theatricalization of India from
1770 to 1865 and how a range of plays not only represented
India to the French viewing public but also staged issues within
French culture including colonialism, imperialism, race, gender,
and national politics. This book will be of great interest to
students and scholars in theatre, French literature, history and
cultural studies.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64426-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12448-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644260

3rd Edition

Foundations for Performance Training

Games for Actors and Non-Actors

Skills for the Actor-Dancer

Augusto Boal

Cara Harker

Games for Actors and Non-Actors is the classic and bestselling
book by the founder of Theatre of the Oppressed, Augusto Boal.
This is a vital handbook for theatre makers and activists of all
kinds who want to deepen their understanding of the theory
and practice of Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed. It is also an
excellent introduction for those new to the system.

This book explores the physical, emotional, and theoretical components of performance
training in order to equip readers with the tools needed to successfully advance in their
development as artists and entertainers. Each chapter provides a fresh perspective on
subjects that students of acting and dance courses encounter throughout their
development as performing artists. It also offers experiential exercises, journal writing
prompts, and assignments to engage readers, enrich their learning experience, and deepen
their exploration of the material described in each chapter. This is an excellent resource
for students of acting, musical theatre, and dancing courses.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Performance / Actor Training
April 2022: 6 x 9: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71172-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71180-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14969-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367711726

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Routledge
Market: Theatre Studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 394pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20353-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20354-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26105-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-26761-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367203535

New in Paperback
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Hauntological Dramaturgy

Impacting Theatre Audiences

Affects, Archives, Ethics

Methods for Studying Change

Glenn D’Cruz
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Edited by Dani Snyder-Young and Matt Omasta
Series: Audience Research

The book develops the concept of hauntological dramaturgy
by engaging with a series of performances that commemorate,
celebrate, investigate, and sometimes seek justice for the dead.

This edited collection explores methods for conducting critical
empirical research examining the potential impacts of theatrical
events on audience members.

Routledge
Market: Dramaturgy
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40756-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-80889-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407568

Routledge
Market: Audience Studies
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21413-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-032-21414-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032214139
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Home and Away

Innovating the Design Process: A Theatre Design
Journey

Lived Experience in Performative Narratives
Edited by Leigh Anne Howard
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Home and Away explores how performative writing serve as a
process that critically interrogates space/place in relation to
personal, social, cultural, and political understanding.

Routledge
Market: Theatre
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69878-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14370-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367698782

David E. Smith
This book explores the process of designing for theatre and details how each part of a
designer’s own process can be innovated and adapted for a more confident journey and
for better outcomes. This text observes and deconstructs the processes used by theatre
designers, uncovers and explains the structure and concepts behind those processes and
shows how they can be easily reassembled for better results and to meet different situations.
This is a next level book for both MFA theatre design students and early career professionals
who wish to develop their craft further. Seasoned professionals will also find within its
pages concepts to reinvigorate their own design process.
Focal Press
Market: Theatre / Design
April 2022: 6 x 9: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12119-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12118-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22316-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032121192
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Imagining Windmills

Integrated Access in Live Performance

Trust, Truth, and the Unknown in the Arts Therapies
Edited by Marián López Fdz Cao, Richard Hougham and
Sarah Scoble
Imagining Windmills presents a compilation of scholarly chapters
by selected authors of global standing in the arts therapies.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62673-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62669-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11020-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626730

Louise Fryer, UCL, UK and Amelia Cavallo
Live performances are increasingly being made accessible to
people with sensory impairments not only to satisfy equality
laws and the requirements of funding bodies, but also in the
interest of diversity and as a catalyst for creativity. Directors can
help build audiences as diverse as the population at large by
making their art accessible to all.
This book draws on the results of the Integrated Access Inquiry:
Is It Working? It discusses the pleasures and the pitfalls of working
with disabled actors and building in audience access.. It offers
strategies, case studies and a step-by-step guide to help creative
people integrate access into their live performance for the
benefit of all.
Routledge
Market: Performance Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-19071-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-19072-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-20022-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367190712

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Kinetic Atmospheres

Old Norse Poetry in Performance

Performance and Immersion

Edited by Brian McMahon and Annemari Ferreira
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Johannes Birringer
This book offers a sustained and deeply experiential pragmatic
study of performance environments, here defined at unstable,
emerging and multisensational atmospheres, open to
interactions and travels in augmented virtualities.
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This book presents a range of approaches to the study of Old Norse poetry in performance.
This book will be of great interest to students and scholars in the fields of Old Norse studies,
Performance and Theatre History.
Routledge
Market: Old Norse Poetry
May 2022: 6 x 9: 336pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40830-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-367-80932-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408305

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 318pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63257-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63261-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-11471-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367632571
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Mysticism in the Theater

One-Hour Shakespeare

What’s Needed Right Now

More Comedies and Tragedies

Tom Block
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Julie Fain Lawrence-Edsell
Series: One-Hour Shakespeare

This book explores how teachings and ideas of specific historical
mystical thinkers might influence all aspects of contemporary
theatrical productions including writing, directing, acting,
stagecraft/set design, lighting design, costume design, sound
design, and choreography.

The One-Hour Shakespeare series is a collection of abridged
versions of Shakespeare’s plays, designed specifically to
accommodate both small and large casts. This volume, More
Comedies and Tragedies, includes the following plays: The
Comedy of Errors, The Taming of the Shrew, Antony and
Cleopatra, King Lear. Ideal for both academics and professionals,
One-Hour Shakespeare is the perfect companion to teaching
and staging the most universally read and performed playwright
in history.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03434-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18727-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032034348

Routledge
November 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69629-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-69628-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14261-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367696290
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Off Headset: Essays on Stage Management Work,
Life, and Career

Pandemic Performance

Edited by Rafael Jaen and Christopher Sadler
Series: Backstage
Off Headset is a collection of essays by a richly diverse group of
stage management professionals and educators covering the
challenges stage managers face on the job, in their lives, and in
their careers. In Part 1, the contributors share a wide range of
experiences, from regional theatre and Broadway to operas and
cruises. Part 2 explores the relevance of stage managers claiming
their identity and resilience and practicing self-care. Part 3 covers
business advice, from leadership and networking to
unemployment and managing demanding calendars. This is
perfect accompaniment to students of stage management courses and professionals
working in the field.
Routledge
Market: Theatre/Stage Management
January 2022: 6 x 9: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33751-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33752-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32167-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367337513

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Resilience, Liveness, and Protest in Quarantine Times
Edited by Kendra Capece and Patrick Scorese
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Pandemic Performance chronicles the many ways that people
are surviving/thriving through performance in a global
pandemic.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
November 2021: 6 x 9: 188pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07194-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20587-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032071947

New in Paperback
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Performance in a Pandemic

Performing in Contemporary Musicals

Edited by Laura Bissell and Lucy Weir

David Sisco and Laura Josepher

This edited collection gathers UK and international artists, academics, practitioners and
researchers in the fields of contemporary performance, dance and live art to offer
creative-critical responses to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on their work. For all
scholars and performance makers whose work brings them into the sphere of contemporary
art and culture, this is an essential and stimulating account of practice at the beginning of
the 2020s.

Performing in Contemporary Musicals brings into sharp focus the
skills performers must possess when tackling shows that are
newly written, in development, or somewhere in-between. This
textbook is the only comprehensive resource that provides an
overview of the development process of a new musical while
guiding musical theatre performers to be fruitful collaborators
in a new works scenario.

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76134-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16564-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761349

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07998-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-07985-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-21243-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079981
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Performance of Absence in Theatre, Performance
and Visual Art

Performing Resilience for Systemic Pain

Sylwia Dobkowska
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This research project investigates the concepts of absence across the disciplines of visual
art, theatre, and performance. Absence in the centre of an ideology frees the reader from
the dominant meaning. Sylwia Dobkowska examines and theorises absence and presence
through theatre, performance, and visual arts practices. This book will be of great interest
to students and scholars of theatre, visual art and philosophy.
Routledge
Market: Visual Culture
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 138pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47112-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03351-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471125

Meghan Moe Beitiks
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Performing Resilience for Systemic Pain is a vulnerable book about the quiet presence and
hard looking needed to shift systems away from their oppressive, destructive realities.
Routledge
Market: Performance Theory
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46958-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03897-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367469580
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Performance Studies: The Basics
Andreea S. Micu
Series: The Basics
Performance Studies: The Basics offers an overview of the multiple,
often overlapping definitions of performance, from performance
art, performance as everyday life, and ritual to the performative
dimensions of identity, such as gender, race, and sexuality.
Complete with helpful a glossary, bibliography, and suggestions
for future reading, this book is an ideal starting point for those
studying Performance Studies as well as general readers with
an interest in the subject.

Performing the Wound
Practicing a Feminist Theatre of Becoming
Niki Tulk
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book offers a matrixial, feminist-centered analysis of trauma and performance, through
examining the work of three artists: Ann Hamilton, Renée Green, and Cecilia Vicuña.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64488-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12481-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644888

Routledge
Market: Drama / Theatre Studies
October 2021: 5.06 x 7.81: 170pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23297-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-25175-8: £16.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28637-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367232979
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Performing Truth
Works of Radical Memory for Times of Social Amnesia
L.M. Bogad, University of California, Davis
Performing Truth answers the most pressing questions facing
any theatre makers who are wrestling with how to present
historical, political or socioeconomic information in an engaging,
entertaining and galvanising way. This is a key guidebook for
artists and theatremakers facing the challenges of engaging
with information in an era of fake news, propaganda bots, and
the polarization of ideological spheres, as well as students and
teachers taking on that challenge in theatre studies, performance
studies and performing arts classrooms.

Routledge
Market: Drama / Theatre Studies
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49035-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49033-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04411-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367490355

Reading Religion and Spirituality in Jamaican
Reggae Dancehall Dance
Spirit Bodies Moving
'H' Patten
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This book explores the genealogy of Jamaican dancehall while
questioning whether dancehall has a spiritual underscoring,
foregrounding dance, and cultural expression.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance/Dance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-53969-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08388-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367539696
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Production Collaboration in the Theatre

Re-Purposing Suzuki

Guiding Principles

A Hybrid Approach to Actor Training
Rufus Bonds Jr., Maria Cominis and Mark Ramont

Maria Porter

Production Collaboration in the Theatre reveals the ingredients
of proven successful collaborations in academic and professional
theatre training, where respect, trust, and inclusivity are
encouraged and roles are defined with a clear and unified vision.
This book offers theatre faculty and students a practical approach
to developing interpersonal skills necessary for a lifetime career
in collaborating in the theatre. An ideal resource for actors,
directors, designers and production teams, it provides theatre
artists in training with an opportunity to develop their
collaborative style that will guide and support the longevity of
a successful career.

Re-Purposing Suzuki introduces a system of text analysis that
synthesizes physical, psychological, and vocal components in
order to truthfully embody heightened texts and contexts. By
understanding how the author has re-purposed Suzuki and
other physical training methods, as well as Stanislavski, readers
will gain an awareness of how to analyze a particular training
method by extrapolating its key components and integrating it
into a holistic, embodied approach to text analysis. This is a
source book for actors, theatre students, practitioners, and
educators interested in assembling tools derived from different
sources to create alternative approaches to actor training.

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Production
December 2021: 6 x 9: 274pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40974-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40975-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81025-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409746

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Actor Training
November 2021: 6 x 9: 172pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34960-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34959-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32899-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367349608
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Production Management in Live Music

Routledge Companion to Audiences and the
Performing Arts

Managing the Technical Side of Touring in Today’s Music Industry
Matt Doherty
Production Management in Live Music is a handbook for the aspiring production manager
looking to forge a career in the live music industry. It outlines the role that a production
manager performs and their key responsibilities, and takes the reader step by step through
the entire process of preparing a show for a tour. From dealing with artists and management
to hiring crew, from booking vendors and scheduling the day-to-day of a busy tour, this
text covers everything that is needed to take the show into rehearsals and finally on the
road. This book is written for students in stage and production management courses and
emerging professionals working in live music touring.
Focal Press
Market: Live Entertainment/Music and Production
January 2022: 7 x 10: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13892-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-13888-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-23134-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138923

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

Edited by Matthew Reason, York St John University, UK,
Lynne Conner, Katya Johanson and Ben Walmsley,
University of Leeds, UK
Series: Audience Research
The Routledge Companion to Audiences and the Performing Arts
represents a truly multi-dimensional exploration of the
inter-relationships between audiences and performance.

Routledge
Market: Audience Research
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 712pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47075-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03322-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470753
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2nd Edition

Roy Hart

Stage Management Basics
Kevin Crawford and Bernadette Sweeney, University of
Montana, USA
Series edited by Franc Chamberlain
Series: Routledge Performance Practitioners

Roy Hart’s revolutionary work on the human voice through
extended vocal technique and the Wolfsohn-Hart tradition has
influenced several generations of practitioners. Hart’s
outstanding contribution to vocal research, practice and
performance stretched over twenty years until his untimely
death in 1975, and his vocal training produced performers with
extraordinary and highly expressive vocal ranges. As a first step
towards critical understanding, and as an initial exploration
before going on to further, primary research, Routledge Performance Practitioners offer
unbeatable value for today’s student.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance Studies
March 2022: 5.06 x 7.81: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-21833-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-21834-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26643-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367218331

A Primer for Performing Arts Stage Managers
Emily Roth, Jonathan Allender-Zivic and Katy McGlaughlin
Stage Management Basics Second Edition offers a deep dive into
the basics of stage management for theatre, dance, and opera
productions. This new edition features brand new chapters on
Opera, Dance, and Unions, information on working with intimacy
and fight directors, updated tips and tricks, and vibrant color
images. Using simple language and detailed explanations, this
book is the perfect primer for the beginning stage management
student. The companion website contains blank form templates,
chapter comprehension tests, a suggested reading list, glossary
flashcards, and more.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Stage Management
December 2021: 8.25 x 11: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67832-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-67831-9: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-003-13304-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367678326
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Shakespeare’s Contested Nations

Staging Voice

Race, Gender, and Multicultural Britain in Performances of the History
Plays

Michal Grover-Friedlander
Series: Routledge Voice Studies

L Monique Pittman
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Staging Voice is a unique approach to the aesthetics of voice and its staging in performance.
This book will be of great interest to students and scholars in voice studies, opera, music
theatre, musicology, directing, performance studies, practice-based research, theatre, visual
art, stage design and cultural studies.

Shakespeare’s Contested Nations examines the way in which performed Shakespearean
history replicates exclusions, critiques narrative omissions, and affords opportunities to tell
new stories about the nation as an ever-changing multicultural body.
Routledge
Market: Shakespeare
April 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48831-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04306-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367488314

Routledge
Market: Theatre
December 2021: 5.5 x 8.5: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03427-0: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18725-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032034270
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12th Edition

Stage Management
Lawrence Stern and Jill Gold
Now in its twelfth edition, Stage Management is the
comprehensive go-to manual on stage management in all
theatre environments. Revered as the authoritative resource for
stage management, this text is rich with practical resources,
including checklists, diagrams, examples, forms, and step-by-step
directions. This text is written for students of Stage Management
in Theatre programs, as well as early career stage managers. The
companion website features paperwork templates,
downloadable checklists, additional exercises, a list of websites
and apps with today’s cutting-edge stage management
technology, and a list of over 500 internships available across
the United States.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Stage Management
November 2021: 6 x 9: 380pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64790-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64789-6: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12628-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367647902

Tango and the Dancing Body in Istanbul
Melin Levent Yuna
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
Tango and the Dancing Body in Istanbul explores the expansion
of the Argentine tango social dancing among Muslim actors in
Turkey, pioneered by Istanbul despite the conservative rule of
Justice and Development Party (JDP) and Tayyip Erdoğan.This
study will be of great interest to students and scholars in dance,
anthropology, cultural studies, and performance studies.

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01133-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17729-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032011332
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The Art of Knife Fighting for Stage and Screen

The Diaries of Judith Malina, 1958-1971

27

Edited by Kate Bredeson

An Actor’s and Director’s Guide to Staged Violence
Erick Vaughn Wolfe
The Art of Knife Fighting for Stage and Screen provides detailed
information for the safe use of knives and daggers in a theatrical
setting and an in-depth understanding of safe theatrical
weapons. The book starts with an extensive safety review, then
moves on to the basic techniques of dagger fighting, starting
with grip and body postures. Readers will then learn about the
basic actions of cuts, parries, blocks, and disarms, and explore
the connection between body and weapon. The Art of Knife
Fighting for Stage and Screen teaches the safe theatrical use of
the knife for directors, performers, educators, and students of
stage combat.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Acting / Stage Combat
February 2022: 6 x 9: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70761-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-70760-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-14786-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367707613

The Diaries of Judith Malina, 1958–1971 collects the diaries of
Judith Malina—artist, activist, and lifelong diarist—from a seismic
period of her life and a formative era for her company with , The
Living Theatre. This book is part of scholar Kate Bredeson’s larger
project to gather, edit, and introduce Malina’s unpublished
diaries. Bredeson includes a significant critical introduction that
situates Malina’s legacy in theatre history, discusses the influence
of her theatre, examines the genre of diary-keeping, and
spotlights Malina’s work as an artist, activist, and diarist.

Routledge
Market: Theatre and Performance Studies
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 592pp
Hb: 978-1-138-21888-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-21792-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-43677-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138218888
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The Art of Theatrical Design

The Dramaturgy of Commedia dell'Arte

Elements of Visual Composition, Methods, and Practice

Olly Crick

Kaoie E. Malloy , University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, Department of Theatre and
Dance

This book examines Commedia dell'Arte as a performative genre,
and one that should be analysed through the framework of
dramaturgy and dramaturgical practice. Its focus is dramaturgy,
and so may be read both as a text describing various theatrical
practices from 1946 onwards, but also as way of creating one’s
own contemporary Commedia Practice. It is an important read
for any student or scholar of Commedia dell'Arte and theatre
historians grappling with the status of this unique and influential
performance form.

This fully updated second edition contains an in-depth discussion of design elements and
principles for costume, set, lighting, sound, projection, properties, and makeup designs. It
details the skills necessary to create effective, evocative, and engaging theatrical designs
that support a play contextually, thematically, and visually. Covering key concepts such as
content, context, genre, style, and play structure and format, this book gives students in
Theatrical Design, Introduction to Design, and Stagecraft courses the grounding in core
design principles they need to approach design challenges and make design decisions in
both assigned class projects and realized productions.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Design
April 2022: 8.25 x 11: 472pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90210-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90211-7: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02314-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367902100

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60885-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-60884-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10237-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367608859

4th Edition

The Automated Lighting Programmer's Handbook
Brad Schiller, Lighting programmer, 68th Annual Academy
Awards, and the 2000 Olympic Games. Contributor to PLSN
magazine.
The Automated Programmer’s Handbook Fourth Edition provides
respected and clear coverage of the process of programming
automated lighting fixtures from basic principles to advanced
production preparations. The fourth edition is the most
comprehensive yet: added topics include programming
structure, advanced recording/editing, cloning, multi-cell fixtures,
safety routines, GDTF, and Pre-Visualization. The information in
this book is perfect for anyone interested in programming of
automated lighting in any market. Lighting designers also will
gain important knowledge about the procedures and concepts
utilized by lighting programmers.
Routledge
Market: Live Entertainment / Lighting
November 2021: 6 x 9: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-65326-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65325-5: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12889-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367653262

Complimentary Exam Copy

e-Inspection

The Heart of Light
A Holistic Primer for a Life and Career in Lighting Design and Production
Deanna Fitzgerald
The Heart of Light: A Holistic Primer for a Life and Career in Lighting
Design and Production is a fresh look into the ever-evolving fields
of lighting design and technology for arts and entertainment.
Full of practical information, historic perspectives, engaging
projects, and opportunities for deep inquiry, practice, and
reflection, this book offers a well-rounded foundation in the art,
technology, and industries of light. Written for students of
Theatrical Lighting courses and emerging lighting professionals,
this is a must-read for anyone intrigued by the power of light.

Routledge
Market: Theatre / Lighting
January 2022: 6 x 9: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90117-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-90119-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02272-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367901172
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The Male Dancer

The Routledge Companion to Drama in Education

Bodies, Spectacle, Sexualities

Edited by Mary McAvoy and Peter O'Connor

Ramsay Burt, De Montfort University, UK

The Routledge Companion to Drama in Education is a comprehensive reference guide to
this unique performance discipline, focusing on its process-oriented theatrical techniques,
engagement of a broad spectrum of learners, its historical roots of as a field of inquiry and
its transdisciplinary pedagogical practices. Including reflections, lesson plans, program
designs, case studies, and provocations from scholars, educators, and community arts
workers, this is most robust and comprehensive resource for those interested in DE’s past,
present, and future.

This revised third edition of The Male Dancer updates and enlarges a seminal book that has
established itself as the definitive study of the performance of masculinities in twentieth
century modernist and contemporary choreography. By reflecting on the latest studies in
theory, performance, and practice, Burt has thoroughly updated this important book to
include dance works from the last ten years and has renewed its timeliness for the 2020s.
Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
February 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74865-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74864-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-15992-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367748654

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies / Education
March 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 562pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43045-0: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00091-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367430450
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The Piscatorbühne Century
Politics and Aesthetics in the Modern Theater After 1927

The Routledge Companion to Studio Performance
Practice

Drew Lichtenberg
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Edited by Franc Chamberlain, University of Huddersfield,
UK and Bernadette Sweeney, University of Montana, USA

This study of the Piscatorbühne season of 1927-8 uncovers a
vital, previously neglected current of radical experiment in
modern theater, a ghost in the machine of contemporary
performance practices. Drawing on a rich archive of interwar
materials, Drew Lichtenberg reconstructs this germinal nexus
of theory and praxis for the modern theatre.This book will be of
great interest to students and scholars in theatre, performance,
art, and literature.

The Routledge Companion to Studio Performance Practice is a
unique, indispensable guide to the training methods of the
world’s key theatre practitioners.
Compiling the practical work outlined in the popular Routledge
Performance Practitioners series of guidebooks, each set of
exercises has been edited and contextualised by an expert in
that particular approach. Each chapter provides a taster of one
practitioner’s work, answering the same key questions: ‘How did
this artist work? How can I begin to put my understanding of
this to practical use?’

Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
November 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 306pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75766-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16391-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757663

Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
November 2021: 6.85 x 9.69: 646pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64661-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64662-9: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18211-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138646612
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The Projection Designer’s Toolkit

The Scenic Charge Artist's Toolkit

Jeromy Hopgood
Series: The Focal Press Toolkit Series
The Projection Designer’s Toolkit is an insider’s guide to the world
of professional projection design, serving as a reference for the
planning and execution of each step in the projection design
process.The text addresses the design process within the context
of a professional projection designer’s workflow, focusing on
specific tools of the trade, best practices for communicating
your design to collaborators, determining budget, working with
assistants, and more. Featuring interviews with some of the top
names in the industry, this is the perfect resource for emerging
projection designers and students in Digital Media Design and
Projection Design courses.
Routledge
Market: Theatre/Projection Design
December 2021: 7 x 10: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42435-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42436-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-367-82411-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367424350

Tips, Templates, and Techniques for Planning and Running a Successful
Paint Shop in the Theatre and Performing Arts
Jennifer Rose Ivey
Series: The Focal Press Toolkit Series
The Scenic Charge Artist’s Toolkit is a comprehensive guide to
managing a theatrical paint shop. Filled with templates for labor
and time estimation, tips on leadership and collaboration,
techniques for painting and planning textures efficiently, and
sustainable practices in health, safety, and wellness, it provides
guidance to successfully manage the inevitable changes in
theatre planning and production. Written for early career scenic
artists in theatre and students of Scenic Art courses, this text fills
in the gaps of knowledge for scenic artists in the budgeting,
planning, and running of shops at summer stock, educational
institutions, or freelance working environments.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Design
December 2021: 7 x 10: 258pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51871-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52076-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05629-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518714
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The Theatre of Les Waters

Theatre and the Virtual

More Like the Weather

Genesis, Touch, Gesture

Edited by Scott T. Cummings, Boston College, Massachussets, USA

Zornitsa Dimitrova
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

The Theatre of Les Waters combines original writings from Les Waters with short essays by
a wide range of his collaborators, creating a personal and multi-faceted portrait of an
influential director, revered mentor, and inspirational theatre artist. An insightful resource
for early career or student directors in theatre programs, this book sheds light on the art
of theatre directing by exploring the work of a major theatre artist whose accomplished
career sits at the heart of American theatre in the 21st century. It is also an enlightening
read for anyone with an interest in how theatre artists bring their creative vision to life.
Routledge
Market: Theatre / Directing
January 2022: 6 x 9: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-77325-0: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-77322-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-17080-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773250

Theatre and the Virtual lays out a set of conceptual instruments for the articulation and
engendering of the forces of theatrical potentiality.
Routledge
Market: Theatre & Performance
March 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13767-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-23108-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032137674
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The Theatre of Luis Valdez

Touring Performance and Global Exchange
1850-1960

Edited by Michael M. Chemers, UC Santa Cruz, USA
Series: 4x45
The Theatre of Luis Valdez focuses on the life and work of
American playwright and director Luis Valdez, probably best
known for his landmark 1979 play Zoot Suit – first play by a Latinx
playwright to appear on Broadway – and founder of El Teatro
Campesino, the oldest surviving community theatre in the
United States. A concise and accessible study, 4x45 || Luis Valdez
is the go-to resource for scholars, students and theatre
practitioners looking for an introduction to this seminal figure
in modern American performance.
Routledge
Market: Drama and Theatre Studies
November 2021: 104pp
Hb: 978-1-032-12719-4: £45.00
Pb: 978-1-032-12710-1: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-22591-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032127194

Making Tracks
Edited by Gilli Bush-Bailey and Kate Flaherty
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies
This collection uncovers connections and coincidences that challenge the old stories of
pioneering performers who crossed the Atlantic and Pacific oceans from the mid-nineteenth
to the mid-twentieth century.
Routledge
December 2021: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51950-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05586-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367519506
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The Theatre of Nuclear Science

Troubling Traditions

Weapons, Power, and the Scientists Behind it All

Canonicity, Theatre, and Performance in the US

Jeanne P Tiehen
Series: Routledge Advances in Theatre & Performance Studies

Edited by Lindsey Mantoan, Matthew Moore and Angela
Farr Schiller

The Theatre of Nuclear Science theoretically explores theatrical
representations of nuclear science to reconsider a science that
can have consequences beyond imagination.This book will be
of great interest to students and scholars of theatre, politics, and
literature.

Troubling Traditions takes up a 21st century, field-specific
conversation between scholars, educators, and artists from
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